If you have room in your suitcase, bring along these books recommended by the artists!

- **Alphabet Movers** by Teresa Benzwe with illustrations by Robert Bender
- **The Story of Ferdinand** by Munro Leaf
- **A Triangle for Adaora** by Ifeoma Onyefulu
- **Rain** by Manya Stojic
- **When Apples Grew Noses and White Horses Flew: Tales of Ti-Jean** by Jan Andrews with illustrations by Dušan Petričić
- **The Illustrated Stories of Akbar and Birbal: Classic tales From India** by Wonder House Books
- **Short Stories From Panchatantra—Collection of Ten Books: Abridged Illustrated Stories for Children (With Morals)** by Wonder House Books

What else do you need? Add to the packing list!

- ______________________________
- ______________________________
- ______________________________